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" The Legacy of Dr.Verghese Kurien on the Current Development Discourses : Reflections on Kerala and Beyond"
Beyond

November 26, 2021 marked the birth centenary of Dr.Verghese Kurien, the legendary ‘Milkman of India’, who
catapulted India to be the world’s largest milk producer. Dr.Kurien, the architect of India’s White Revolution
once said “India’s place in the Sun will come from the partnership between wisdom of its rural people and skills
skill
of its professionals.” Then on another occasion Dr.Kurien said “India needs to show an honest face, a kind face,
a human face - and not an arrogant face as the powerful nations of today (do)”. This vision and philosophy of
Dr.Kurien is of increased relevance
ance even today, especially at a time when there are various reports of agrarian
distress due to ‘defective polices’ targeting country’s agricultural and cooperative sectors. Dr.Kurien, who
pioneered the cooperative dairy movement in India played an instru
instrument
ment role in empowering the ‘ordinary
milkman’ and milkmaid’ and the dairy framers at the grassroot level, and made them key players in India’s
struggle for economic development and progress. Dr. Kurien’s vision was that of a dairying that could help
transform
sform the lives of India’s rural people and he saw cooperatives as a catalyst in building dairy farming in
India and thereby to empower India’s rural people. Dr Kurien is credited with creating a model of business –
‘Professional Rural Management’ in which a cooperative like AMUL focused on staying profitable by treating
its millions of dairy farmers as stakeholders. Dr.Kurien introduced a sense of professionalism to the dairy
management and spearheaded a ‘Professional Rural Management’ supported by a ‘robust
‘robu supply chain,
modern technology and production systems, marketing, organization building and a strategic vision.
Dr.Kurien’s ‘Professional Rural Management’ ushered in a socio-economic
economic revolution among rural farmers in
the country. Under this ‘Professional
onal Rural Management’, the rural producers are empowered to take charge
of their own destiny in which they sell products directly to the consumers without the interference of any
middlemen. Today, India desperately needs more and more ‘Professional Rural Management’ institutions and
visionaries like Dr.Kurien to augment rural income of farmers through sustainable livelihoods. Dr.Kurien built
a democratic structure of farmer-controlled
controlled cooperatives to bring about economic and social development in
rural areas.
Drawing inspiration from the success of AMUL, built by Dr.Kurien, many cooperatives flourished across the
country. Kerala Co-operative
operative Milk Marketing Federation, one of India’s biggest dairy co-operatives,
co
popularly
known as MILMA is one among them. Kerala is one of the few states that has promoted collective farming by
cooperatives and community networks and notable among them is Kudumbashree, one of the largest women
collectives in India. Today, Kerala has one of the most vibrant networks of coope
cooperatives
ratives that function across
sectors including agriculture, dairy, industry and services like banks, colleges and even hospitals. The spread
and growth of cooperatives in different sectors that have played a pivotal role in the financial growth and
overalll development of the state. While Dr.Kurien has always courageously resisted political and bureaucratic
interference in the management of cooperatives, in Kerala, cooperatives were groomed as a ‘child of politics’.
The hegemony of political parties and its contribution in building a robust cooperative movement makes it
more complicated. Nevertheless, cooperatives have played a significant role in the social and infrastructure
development of the state is a fact. While many see the formation of a Union Minis
Ministry
try of Cooperation as a move
to exercise more political and bureaucratic control over Cooperatives, Dr.Kurien’s birth centenary is an
opportune time to reflect upon his vision of professional rural management to kickstart a dialogue on
development in Kerala.
We, Centre for Rural Management (CRM), Kottayam, Kerala in collaboration with Institute of Rural
Management Anand (IRMA), the brain child of Dr
Dr. Kurien
n is organizing a webinar on " The Legacy of
Dr.Verghese Kurien on the Current Development Discourses : Reflections on Kerala and Beyond " on December
18, 2021, at 6 pm.

